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Introducing MDriven Server
Prototyping in the cloud with MDriven Server
Now that we have had a brief look on how to prototype and store the data locally let us move on to
storing the data in the cloud and enable a multi user prototyping scenario.
The easiest way to store your MDriven data in the cloud is to use a MDriver server. MDriven server
can be installed easily on the Microsoft cloud service Azure.
You can sign up for a free try out account at Azure.
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Go ahead and register a user, login and you get this:
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Now you have an MDriven Server that is used as your backend for a model driven application or
prototyping session.
Our MDriven Server’s address: http://mdrivenbookdemo1.azurewebsites.net and to actually connect
to it from an application we choose one of the 3 available slots A0,A1 or A2. If I choose A0 the
connection address is http://mdrivenbookdemo1.azurewebsites.net/App_A0/A0_PMPWCF.svc
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In order to make this MDriven Server – slot A0 – understand my model I use MDriven Designer:
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I enter the credentials from the user I registered with MDriven Server, the url to the MDriven Server,
The chosen App slot, and also check – suggest automated deploy.
I then hit “Go”:
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The message Database created means that MDriven Server has received our model and turned it into
a database.
When I now enter prototyping mode again I choose to take data from this MDriven Server instead
from the local XML file:

And when I start the application I no longer see the data in the local xml file – I see the data in the
database managed by MDriven Server hosted by Azure:
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There are several ways I can verify that I am working towards the MDriven Server:
Check the AutoForm function of MDriven Server:
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The auto forms function of MDriven Server very much works the same way as the Model Driven
Debugger – you can navigate everything according to your model:

Another way to look on the data is to use the ASP.NET Generic App:
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And this very much works as the prototyping app we saw in WPF:
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If you want to have your customer or some else test the model as it stands just now it would be great
to just send them an url to click to get started. This can be done by sending the the link from MDriven
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Server that points to a ClickOnce install of the MDriven Designer – with some parameters that
instructs the MDriven Designer to download the correct model and go into prototyping mode.

This link points to the CapableObjects published MDriven Designer clickOnce installation. The link will
offer an installation of MDriven Designer if the user does not have it already:
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If/ when you accept the MDriven Designer is installed:

Next time you follow the link a check is made to see if there is a newer MDriven Designer available. If
there is – the new one will be downloaded and installed, otherwise the existing one will start directly.
Your A0 link from your MDriven Server looks something like this:
http://www.new.capableobjects.com/xdownloads/MDrivenDesigner/Gaffr.application?prototype=a
HR0cDovL21kcml2ZW5ib29rZGVtbzEuYXp1cmV3ZWJzaXRlcy5uZXQv&appslot=A0
Note that there are two arguments passed to the MDriven Designer. The first argument is the url
address to your MDriven Designer encoded with base64 to pass thru all browser types. The second
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parameter is the appslot – in this case A0. When MDriven Designer sees these arguments on start it
will try to do this:
1. Download the model from the provided url and the provided appslot
2. Start prototyping for this model
So in the preferred scenario the user sees this:

But it may fail for a number of reasons to get this far. The reasons are all based in security concerns
for your MDriven Server and your model. Read more about this in the next section.

Security concerns for MDriven Server
When you install your MDriven Server you get access to it by registering a new user. But there are
more things to consider.
In order to secure your model and data and system you can:
1. Make sure you communicate with MDriven Server over https so that no one can see your
passwords and other data that will go over the wire.
2. Limit what an un-authenticated user of MDriven Server can do
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In the user admin dialog you can state that the Admin UI require identification – if you do – and you
should at some point – make sure you make yourself SuperAdmin so that you do not lock yourself
out.
You can also state if the services exposed by the MDriven Server via various web interfaces also
require authentication or not.
It is likely that you will begin with a relaxed attitude to security and this will ofcourse put less
requirements on the users you engage in prototyping etc.
Mind that no security limitations are enforced as long as you run your server in http mode – this is
due to the fact that it would force us to send passwords over an open wire and that is considered
worse since it may implicate other services you have.

MDrivenServer Summarized
The MDrivenServer receives your model from MDrivenDesigner. As it does it will create or evolve the
database it uses to store your data. This database is default a SQLServer Compact edition that gets
installed along the MDrivenServer. You can however change the database used for your data to a
SQLServer in Azure.
You change the database used simple by providing a connection string like this:
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The MDriven server allows you to get access to the data in your database through various interfaces.
The most advanced interface is the MDriven Framework PersistenceMapper API. This API is easily
used with MDriven Framework built applications.
The MDriven Frameworks PersistenceMapper API is secure and robust way to query and retrieve
your data in a multi user environment.
It allows for functions like optimistic locking, client synchronization, CRUD-operations in transactions,
OCL queries executed as SQL in the database etc.
The MDrivenServer also offers alternate methods to get access to your data via Json objects so that
you can build non MDriven savvy applications that do CRUD operations on the data in your model.
As the MDrivenServer has interfaces to receive model updates from the MDrivenDesigner the
development loop from idea to deploy can be very quick.

MDrivenServer periodic server-side actions
A re-occurring pattern when building multi user software systems is the need to execute periodic
actions. With MDrivenServer you can use it to execute re-occurring actions, or periodic actions.

A Periodic action is defined by a selection expression that selects what objects to act on. For each
object selected for a periodic action we want to do the “action” and that probably needs a cluster of
objects and it needs to do different stuff to evolve some object state. To enable efficient load for
such an object cluster you must define and associate a viewmodel with each periodic action.
The periodic action logic will load the viewmodel for your object and loop through all actions that it
finds in its root viewmodel class. When all actions are executed the periodic action logic will save any
changed state that was the result of your actions.
Periodic actions can be used to “automatically” step your information from one state to the next –
given that the circumstances are correct.
This ability might take some getting used to – but it can be used for things like assigning a unique
number to an order or an article in your domain model – or for actions that need to be done
serverside for some particular reason.
Define the periodic actions in the ViewModelEditor:
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With this technique you can change any and all state of objects in your database in an efficient
manner with very little code.
As a common case is the need to assign a unique number I will show this. The client cannot alone be
used to guarantee that the next number in a sequence is taken, since there may be multiple users
trying to do this at the same time. We need to make sure we serialize all user requests for a new
number. This is commonly done with a database lock. There is however a nice alternative to a harsh
db-locking technique and that is to serialize via a server side action.
Consider having this state machine:
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The ViewModel associated with the periodic action on the server can now assign my number.

The client will set the AssignNumber state. The Server side action will look for Order.allinstances>select(o|o.State=’AssignNumber’). When objects are found they will be assigned a new number by
the actions in the ServerSide ViewModel and saved.
Combined with a periodic client action that calls selfVM.Refresh we will see on the client as soon as
state is changed to NumberAssigned.
Since we do not want the client to poll selfVM.Refresh all the time we set the EnableExpression in
this action to self.State=’AssignNumber’.
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Following this pattern we get the user pushing a button to get a new number, we can show some
info about working – the client starts refreshing – the server does its job – the client gets the new
info by its refresh – the info abut progress can be hidden as a consequence. This way we have
serialized an action in our system with model driven techniques that will scale well and work of any
number of users of your system.

Other uses of Server side Actions
Emailing from the server
We have also implemented several additional common actions that you can have the MDrivenServer
perform for you.
If you have an action in your viewmodel named “email” then MDrivenServer will try to find the
following properties in your viewmodel:
to : will be used as to email address
topresentation: the name of the owner of the email
from: the sender email
frompresentation: the name to use as sender
body: the message
subject: the subject line

The properties found will be used to send an email – you need to fill in the email
settings in the admin UI for this to work.
Importing data from other SQL sources
MDriven Server has functionality to import data from other sqlbased systems.
The ability to read from an external SQL server and import that data – strictly by using MDriven
techniques and zero need for external programs.
´Suppose I have this model and I really want class1 to be reference data from an external database:

So I declare a viewModel that looks like this:
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It defines 4 columns with data and 2 actions.
1=ViewModel – the name of yet another viewmodel that will act as a importer of the sql result set
2=Connectionstring- the external database
3=Query – the sql query – remember that you can build it with data from the rest of your model
4=Key – if we want the import to be able to update Class1 we need to explain what the key is in the
class
And the actions:
SQLImport – using this name will trigger the import function in MDriven Server
Finished – this is a generic action – that just execute the expression – in this case setting
Class2.Attribute1 to ‘Done’
So the SQL data returned looks like this:

And the ViewModel that is going to act as the import template – called “TheImporter” in the example
above looks like this:

I now declare the ServerSide job in MDriven server:
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The actual import is executed by the import logic described in a separate chapter of this book
Now the MDriven Server will check every 20:seconds if the expression Class2.allinstances>select(attribute1=’todo’) returns any rows. If it does – it fetches at most 2 of these and executes all
the actions found in TheServerSideJob.
In MDriven Designer I can create a Class2 with the debugger and save it:

And then I check the MDriven Server log:

I then check my Class2:

Attribute1 is now ‘Done’ – so the serverside job relaxes and will not find anything more to do just
now…
Producing export files from MDriven Server
You can also write files by adding an action column called “savefile”; when the periodic action
supervisor in MDrivenServer sees this action column it looks for two additonal columns; path and
filename (case insensitive). If these are found the complete result of the ViewModel is streamed out
as xml by using the ViewModelXMLUtils.GetDataAsXml method. The xml is then saved to
path/filename.
Like this:
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In a real world application it looked like this:
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Notice that both path and filename are evaluated expressions, furthermore the Action
UpdateExportTime is executed last – and it changes some data. Since the whole execution is
wrapped in a memory transaction we make sure that we do not update the export time unless the
file was written and everything is ok.
The resulting file looked like this:
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Shaping and transforming export files
This SaveFile action has been updated to look for a column named xslt, if it is found the contents of
the field is assumed to be a valid xslt transformation. The xml from the viewmodel is transformed
with the xslt and the result is saved as above.
So if your xslt is…

<?xml version='1.0'?>
<xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl='http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform'
version='1.0'>
<xsl:output method='text' omit-xml-declaration='yes'/>
<xsl:template match='/Root/SalesArticles/SalesArticle'>
<xsl:value-of select='ArticleNumber'/>,<xsl:value-of
select='SalesArticleName'/>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
… then your output would be…
NO101087,Cosmica Tygg 90 ST…
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SQLExport serverside action
The SQLExport action is an action used to write data from your model into another external SQLdatabase. It is an alternative way to export data – way to needs no other external components or
maintenance than what MDriven Server provides.
SQLExport requires 'connectionstring' on root, 'data' as a Nesting that contains the datarow(s) to
insert or update and on data - 'queryforinsert','queryforupdate' and 'queryforselectcount' as
attributes (if queryforselectcount returns 0 the queryforinsert is used, else update).
The very common case of “replicating” some model driven data to another database is implemented
and scheduled in minutes.

